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DECISION

In ALAB-763, we set forth our findings of fact and

conclusions of law on the contested issues concerning the

adequacy of the design of Diablo Canyon Unit 1 in this
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reopened operating license proceeding.1 We then

specifically deferred our findings on those same issues for

Unit 2 and,.in effect, stayed the full power license

authorization.for that unit granted previously by the

Licensing Board's initial deciSirn tmti l wa mada eur

findings with respect to Unit 2.3 This decision contains

our findings on Diablo Canyon, Unit 2.

I.

The detailed history of the reopened Diablo Canyon

operating' license proceeding is recited in ALAB-763 and need

not be repeated fully here.4 For present purposes, it

suffices to note that, shortly after the' Director of Nuclear

Reactor Regulation (NRR) issued a low power license for

Diablo Canyon, Unit 1, the Commission suspended it. The

Commission acted after Pacific Gas and Electric Company

(PG&E) reported errors in the assignment of a number of

seismic design spectra for the Unit 1 containment and the

NRC staff found significant weaknesses in the implementation

of PG&E's design quality assurance program. The Commission

then directed PG&E to undertake an independent design

1 19 NRC 571 (1984).

LBP-82-70, 16 NRC 756 (1982).

3 ALAB-763, suora, 19 NRC at 619.

4 See id. at 573-82.
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verification program of certain seismic-related design

activities. In addition, the agency staff instructed PG&E

to provide it with the results of a further design

verification program so that the staff would be able to

determine whether to recommend operation above low power.

As pointed out in ALAB-763, PG&E's " verification efforts

expanded far beyond those originally envisioned" and took

more than two years to complete just for Unit 1.5

While the design verification efforts were ongoing, we

granted the motions of the joint intervenors and the

Governor of California to reopen the operating license

proceeding on the issue of the adequacy of PG&E's design

quality assurance program. We also acceded to the request

of the parties that we preside over the reopened proceeding.

Although the evidence supporting the reopening motions

consisted largely of the program deficiencies that had led

to the suspension of the Unit 1 license, the focus of the

reopened proceeding necessarily went beyond the past

5 Id. at 574.

The structure of PG&E's verification programs is set
forth in ALAB-763, -id. at 578-82. Those details will not be
repeated other than to note that PG&E's verification efforts
included an Independent Design Verification Program (IDVP)
utilizing the services of independent companies and an
Internal Technical Program (ITP) comprised of PG&E employees
and those of PG&E's completion manager, Bechtel Power
Corporation. See also id. at 580 n.42.
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shortcomings in PG&E's design quality assurance program to

questions of whether PG&E's design verification efforts were

sufficient to substantiate the design of the Diablo Canyon

facility. And, because the designs of Units 1 and 2 were

nearly identical, the contested issues in the proceeding --

as well as the parties' direct evidence and

cross-examination -- pertained, with few exceptions, to both

units generally. Trial of the contested issues consumed

fifteen hearing days and, after the joint intervenors and

the Governor waived a number of issues by their failure to

file proposed findings of fact on them, twenty-two issues

remained in dispute.6 ,

In order to avoid any unnecessary delay in the full

power licensing of Unit 1, we severed our findings on the

contested issues for Unit 2 from those in ALAB-763 on Unit 1

even though most of the issues and the record evidence

addressed both Diablo Canyon units without differentiation.

As noted in that decision, PG&E's verification program for

Unit 2, unlike the completed program for Unit 1, was still

under way at the time of the hearing and the staff had not

finally reviewed PG&E's findings in a safety evaluation

6 Id. at 576-77 & nn.15, 19, 20 & 21. The contested
issues are set out in Appendix A to ALAB-763, id. at 621-25.
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report supplement. On our own initiative, therefore, we

deferred our analysis of the evidence with respect to each

contested issue for Unit 2 and published our findings on

just Unit 1.

In ALAB-763, we found in favor of PG&E on all but one

of the contested issues. With respect to that issue,

involving the possible jet impingement effects of three

lines inside the Unit 1 containment, we attached a condition

to the Licensing Board's full power license authorization

requiring the analysis of those lines.8 In addition, we

included a second condition to ensure that PG&E incorporated

an appropriate technical specification for the component

cooling water system.9 In light of our findings on the

contested issues, we then found that PG&E's verification

program established that the design'of Unit 1 adequately met

its licensing criteria, and that any significant design

deficiencies resulting from past defects in PG&E's design

quality assurance program had been remedied.10 Thus, we

concluded that with respect to the design of Unit 1 "there

7
Id. at 582.

8 Id. at 602-03, 619.

9 Id. at 618-19.

10
_Id._
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is reasonable assurance that the facility can be operated

without endangering the health and safety of the public."11

II.

A. After the Commission declined to review our

findings on Unit 1,12 we cave the parties a new opportunity

to demonstrate that further hearings on the design

verification of Unit 2 were needed. In particular, we

directed any party claiming the need for further hearings to

"specify which of the issues decided in ALAB-763 cannot be

resolved with respect to Unit 2 on the existing record and

fully explain why the record evidence is insufficient."13

The Governor of California has not responded to our

order, while PG&E and the staff assert that the existing

evidentiary record is sufficient to resolve all contested

issues for Unit 2.14 The joint intervenors, on the other

hand, claim further hearings are needed but, contrary to our

instructions, they neither identify the issues that cannot

11
_Id._

12 CLI-84-14, 20 NRC 285 (1984).

13 Order of September 10, 1984 (unpublished) at 2.

14 See PG&E's Response to Appeal Board Order of
September 10, 1984 (September 28, 1984); PG&E's Reply to
Joint Intervenors' Response (October 10, 1984); NRC Staff's
Response to Appeal Board's Order of September 10, 1984
(September 28, 1984); NRC 'Staf f's Answer to Joint
Intervenors' Response (October 9, 1984).

__ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -
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be resolved on the present record nor explain why the

evidence on each such issue is inadequate. Instead, they

argue generally that PG&E has failed to meet its burden of

proof because the current record was compiled while PG&E's

Unit 2 verification efforts were still ongoing, They assert

that the record is therefore insufficient and establishes

only the scope of the Unit 2 verification program, not the

final results of those efforts. According to the joint

intervenors, the end results of the Unit 2 verification

program are an essential prerequisite to any determination

concerning the adequacy of the Unit 2 design. In further

support of their argument, they claim that the two Diablo

Canyon units were designed by the same organization using a

deficient design quality assurance program, and the IDVP

only verified the sufficiency of the design of Unit 1, not

Unit 2. They also assert that the two units are not

identical in numerous respects, the possibility exists that

undiscovered errors in Unit 1 may be present in Unit 2, and

the ITP verification program is insufficient by itself to

provide assurance of the adequacy of the Unit 2 design.

Thus, they contend that additional hearings encompassing
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the results of PG&E's verification program are required

before any findings are proper with respect to that unit.15

B. The joint intervenors' position is without merit.

Their sweeping claim that the results of the Unit 2

verification program are a condition precedent to any

findings concerning that plant ignores the settled principle

that predictive findings are a legitimate component of the

Commission's licensing process.

That process contemplates that operating license

proceedings generally will be completed before construction

of the facility is finished in order to avoid unnecessary

and costly delays in plant operation.16 For that reason,

adjudicatory hearings typically precede the completion of

many of the applicant's construction related activities. If

any of the unfinished activities happen to be matters that

are challenged in the proceeding, the parties then generally

litigate the adequacy of the applicant's program for

subsequent action in that particular area. Thus, as we

pointed out in ALAB-653 dealing with PG&E's physical

security plan, the " nature of the licensing process" in such

circumstances requires that "we must, in effect, approve

15 See Joint Intervenors' Response to September 10,
1984 Order (September 28, 1984).

16 See Statement of Policy on Conduct of Licensina
~

Proceedinas, CL1-81-8, 13 NRC 452 (1981).
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applicant's-present plans for future regulatory

compliance."1 Similarly, in ALAB-781, we. held that the

Licensing Board's findings on emergency planning for Diablo.

Canyon "can properly be predictive in nature."18 There, we

explained that

[n]o unfairness results from such a system for
just as one party can demonstrate that a planned
course of action will resolve an identified
deficiency, an opposing party can establish that
the deficiency cannot be resolved by that planned
action. Supervision of a party's compliance with
a commitment or a licensing board condition is
left to the staff. If one party is dissatisfied
with the way another party has fulfilled a
commitment or met a condition, the matter may, in
appropriate circumstances, be brought back to the
licensingboardorbecomethesygjectofa
petition under 10 C.F.R. 2.206

Indeed, in ALAB-781 we specifically rejected the joint

intervenors' argument that "all corrective actions must be

taken before the adjudicatory hearing, not after it, with

the result that all licensing details must await the hearing

process."20

17 16 NRC 55, 79 (1981), reprinted (with protected
security plan information deleted) as an attachment to
CLI-82-19, 16 NRC 53 (1982). See also 14'NRC 629 (1981)
(containing public notice that ALAB-653 contained protected
security plan information and would be sealed).

18 20 NRC 819, 834-35 (1984).

19 Id. at 835 n.58. See generally Southern California
Edison Co! (San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station, Units 2
and 3), ALAB-717, 17 NRC 346, 380 n.57 (1983).

20
20 NRC at 834.

I

I

- - . - ____ --__ _ , _ . _ -_
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As we did in ALAB-781, we reject the joint intervenors'

argument here that the results of PG&E's Unit 2 verification

program are an evidentiary prerequisite to any determination

of the contested issues for Unit 2. In the present

circumstances, the evidentiary record is not insufficient to

resolve those issues simply because the verification program

for that unit was still in progress at the time of the

hearing. The program for Unit I was completed before the

commencement of the hearing and, as even the joint

intervenors apparently concede,21 PG&E established the scope

of its Unit 2 program (i.e., its blueprint for verifying

Unit 2) on the record. Because of the virtual identity of

design of the two units, the record evidence of the scope of

PG&E's Unit 2 verification program, combined with the

detailed evidence of the extent and the results of the Unit

1 verification, provides an adequate basis for our findings

(albeit predictive ones) with respect to Unit 2.

The joint intervenors faced no disadvantage, and no

unfairness resulted, from the adjudication of the contested

issues for both units while PG&E's verification program for

Unit 2 was still ongoing. They did not object to that

arrangement or seek to delay the hearing with respect to

1 See Joint Intervenors' Response to September 10,
1984 Order (September 28, 1984) at pp. 6-7.
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Unit 2. Nor did the joint intervenors attempt to have Unit

2 severed from the reopened proceeding on Unit 1. After the

conclusion of the evidentiary hearings and in order not to 1

delay operation of Unit 1, we withheld our findings

regarding Unit 2 on our own motion. From the point we

granted the motions to reopen the operating license

proceeding -- a proceeding that always has included both

units -- the joint intervenors were free to challenge the 4

adequacy of PG&E's planned verification programs or the

actual design sufficiency of both units. While only three

of the intervenors' contested issues explicitly name Unit 2,

and the remaining issues are silent as to their

applicability to one or both units, the joint intervenors

were not precluded from either proposing, or then pursuing,

any' contested issue for Unit 2 in an attempt to show that

PG&E's verification plan for that unit was inadequate to

detedt and resolve potential design deficiencies. And, as

is evident from all parties' pretrial discovery, direct

testimony, cross-examination of witnesses, and proposed

findings of fact, the adequacy of PG&E's program to ensure

the design of Unit 2 was litigated. Hence, without

specifying each contested issue for which the current record

is insufficient and explaining why the existing evidence is

inadequate, it is now too late for the joint intervenors'

sweeping generalization that further hearings are needed'to

explore the results of that program.
'
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. As we indicated in ALAB-781, "[s]upervision of a

party's compliance with a commitment is left to the4 . . .

staff," and "[i]f one party is dissatisfied with the way
'

'

' another party has fulfilled a commitment the matter. . .

i may, in appropriate circumstances, be brought back to the

"22licensing board. Here, oversight of PG&E's. . .

execution of the Unit 2 verification program -- a plan that

'

was fully delineated and subject to challenge on the

I adjudicatory record -- is a matter properly left to the

staff. The staff has now issued all outstanding-

supplemental safety evaluation reports on, inter alia,

! PG&E's performance of the Unit 2 verification program,23 and

the joint intervenors have not sought to bring back before;.
4 us any matter involving PG&E's observance of its

commitments. We note that those supplements, served on the

parties pursuant to the Commission's board notification

policy, state the staff's view that PG&E has executed

! satisfactorily its Unit 2 verification program.

Moreover, the purported factual assertions cited by the
'

joint intervenors.as support for their position neither

:
i

:

.

22 20 NRC at 835 n.58.

23 See NUREG-0675, Supplement No. 29, Safety"

Evaluation Report Related to the Operation of Diablo Canyon
Nuclear Power Plant, Units 1 and 2" (March 1985); id.,
Supplement 30 (April 1985); id., Supplement 31 (April 1985).

,

,,---,,,,_y . , _m. -- _ . . _ _ . , , ,.-_,..,,...-,,..._,,mm.__ , _ _ , ,,,,-.,_,,_,_._,_,._r,.7 ,. _._.m.. ._, _ . _ _ . _ , , , , _ , _ _ ~ , , , _ , , , -_m_. ~ ,
_
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advance their argument nor fairly reflect the preponderance

of the evidence.24 For example, while they are literally

correct that the two Diablo Canyon units are not identical,

the joint intervenors ignore the material fact that the

differences to which they allude are not meaningful from a

design standpoint. The two units are basically identical,

mirror image plants.25 The safety-related structures,

systems and components are either common to both units or

essentially identical, and the differences between the units

are not significant with respect to the design criteria or

licensing bases for the plant.26 Units 1 and 2 were

designed by the same PG&E engineering group, and it

developed and used the same design criteria for both

units.27 This mutuality of design, in conjunction with the

Unit i verification, provides the foundation of the Unit 2

verification program.

24 See also n.28, and pp. 15-17, 18-20, infra.

25 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 28-29; Schierling
Tr. D-2774.

6 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 28-29; Anderson
Tr. D-1321; Cranston Tr. D-385; Schierling Tr. D-2771;
Knight Tr. D-2774.

27 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 29.

28 The joint intervenors also claim that there is the
possibility that undiscovered errors in Unit 1 exist in Unit
2. This mere speculation, however, is an insufficient basis

(Footnote Continued)

>

- -- ,. ., ., . -- , ~ - , .-,
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As previously noted, the full details of the Unit 1

design verification are found in ALAB-763. In short, we

found that the ITP, operating under a quality assurance

program that met the requirements of 10 C.F.R. Part 50,

Appendix B, creentially redid all of the seismic design for

safety-related structures, systems and components and that

this work was independently verified by the IDVP. We

determined that the final seismic design resulting from the

ITP's efforts, and the IDVP review of that work, subjected

the design of the facility to closer inspection than could

have been provided by an original design quality assurance

O
program complying with Appendix B. Further, we found that

"the seismic redesign process provides adequate. . .

confidence that the seismic design of the structures,

.

(Footnote Continued)
for requiring further hearings encompassing the results of
the Unit 2 verification. Further, in their proposed
findings of fact, the joint intervenors make much the same
claim concerning errors in the nonseismic design of Unit 1.
But in ALAB-763, supra, 19 NRC at 587 n.68, we found that,
although "it was likely there remained some design

it was extremely unlikely any of the errorserrors, . . .

were safety significant. " See also id, at 591-92.
Additionally, because the seismic design was essentially
redone as part of the Unit 1 verification (pursuant to a
quality assurance program meeting the requirements of 10
C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B), we found there was reasonable
assurance that there are no safety significant seismic
design errors in that unit. See id. at 583-86, 619.

29
d. at 583.

30 Id. at 584.
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systems and components at Diablo Canyon Unit 1 is proper and

meets licensing criteria."31 We also determined that the

Unit 1 nonseismic design met appropriate licensing

criteria.32 In particular, we found that the original

nonseismic design process for Unit I was efficacious in

producing a design in which "[t]he errors fcund were few, of

minor significance, and did not indicate a pervasive

weakness in any design area."33 And, we found that PG&E's

nonseismic verification efforts provided a degree of

assurance comparable to that which would be furnished by a

properly functioning quality assurance program.34 Finally,

ue concluded that "the Unit 1 safety-related structures,

systems and components are designed to perform

satisfactorily in service and that any significant design

deficiencies in that facility resulting from defects in the

applicant's design quality assurance program have been

remedied."35

PG&E established the Unit 2 verification program to

consider the applicability of the Unit 1 design verification

31 Id. at 586.

32 Id. at 592-93.

33 Id. at 593.

34
_I_d.

35
Id. at 619.
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for Unit 2 and to ensure the proper resolution of each Unit

1 issue for Unit 2.36 The program is managed and run within

the ITP by a Unit 2 project engineering group that operates

under the same design quality assurance program meeting the

provisions of 10 C.F.R. Part 50, Appendix B, as the rest of

the ITP. Pursuant to the procedures for the Unit 2

verification, the project engineering group receives each

finding from the Unit i verification and determines whether

it is applicable to Unit 2. Any inapplicable finding is

documented and the basis for the decision recorded. If the

finding is determined to apply to both Units 1 and 2, a

decision is made whether the Unit 1 resolution also applies.

Where the resolution is applicable, the program contains

procedures to ensure the resolution is implemented for Unit

2 and, if the resolution involves physical modification, the

procedures provide for the issuance of appropriate design

change documents. In those instances where the Unit 1 item

is not identical for both units, the ITP evaluates and

documents the differences and determines the applicability

of the item to Unit 2. The ITP then ascertains whether the

item needs resolution and the effect of the differing

36 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 29-30; Knight et--
al. Tr. fol. D-2649 (Contention 1) at 25.

37 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 29; Dich et al.
Tr. fol. D-847 at 24.
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resolution on the review of the item for Unit 2. Eefore the

resolution is implemented, however, the ITP reviews it to

confirm that the resolution is consistent with the

applicable licensing criteria and that all appropriate steps

| are in place to ensure the Unit 2 requirements are met. The

Unit 2 verification process is directed by explicit

procedures that require complete documentation.38 The

entire program is periodically audited by PG&E as well as

the NRC staff to ensure the Unit 1 verification issues are

identified, addressed and resolved for Unit 2 so that unit

is in conformance with applicable licensing criteria.39

In brief, the Unit i verification established that the

design process (i.e. , the design criteria, methodology,

analyses and procedurcs) used in the final seismic and

nonseismic design of Unit 1 was efficacious in meeting

applicable licensing criteria. Because the same seismic and

nonseismic design process is applicable for Unit 2, we find

the Unit 2 program sufficient to verify the adequacy of the

Unit 2 design. Accordingly, we conclude, on the basis of

our review of the entire record, that no further hearings

are necessary and the existing evidentiary record is

0 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 29-30.

39 -Id.; Dick et al. Tr. fol. D-847 at 24; Knight et al.
Tr. fol. D-2649 (Contention 1) at 25.
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sufficient to support findings on the contested issues for

Unit 2.

III.

We also conclude from our review of the record that the

findings in ALAB-763 on the conteated issues for Unit 1 are

applicable to Unit 2. Therefore, we will not reiterate

those findings and we need add little to the discussion of

the issues alre7dy contained in ALAB-763, other than to

address the is: aes timed exclusively at Unit 2.

Twenty-two contested issues remained after the hearing

and five of them, issues 1(a) through 1 (e) , challenge

various aspects of the IDVP review.40 In particular, issue

1 (e) explicitly addresses Unit 2, claiming that the scope of

the IDVP was too narrow because it did not verify the design

of Unit 2. Although the verification efforts of the IDVP

were directed at Unit 1 and the IDVP's findings formed a

significant component of our conclusion that Unit 1 met its

licensing criteria, those efforts also must be considered as

having verified, in significant part, the design of Unit 2.

First, the IDVP reviewed the ITP's seismic redesign of Unit

1 that included, inter alia, the structures common to both

1
units. Hence, those common structures -- whether labeled

40 See n.6, supra.

41 I:d. at 583-86; Cranston Tr. D-385.

_
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Unit-1 or Unit 2 structures -- were verified by the IDVP.

Second, the IDVP reviewed the other Unit 1 structures that

are basically the same as those for Unit 2 and that review

included an examination of the criteria, methodology and

analyses uced in the coi:mic de:ign of thoco structurcs.42
*

Because the same criteria and methodology (i . e . , the basic

design process) used in the design of Unit 1 were used for
;

Unit 2 structures, the IDVP verified, to that extent, the
,

design process employed for Unit 2.43 Similarly, the IDVP5

reviewed a sample of the Unit 1 safety-related systems and

found the design process that produced the nonseismic
,

| systems efficacious.44 The Unit 2 safety-related systems

are identical from a design standpoint, and the same design

process that the IDVP found satisfactory produced the design

of the Unit 2 systems.45 Further, nothing developed during

the course of the IDVP Unit i verification to indicate a

need for expansion of the IDVP to include Unit 2.46 Thus,

42 ALAB-763, supra, 19 NRC at 583-86; Anderson et al.
Tr. fol. D-224 at 28-29.'

43 Schierling Tr. D-2772-73.
'

44 ALAB-763, supra, 19 NRC at 589-93.

45 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 28-29; Knight Tr.
; D-2774.
r

46,

Knight et al. Tr. fol. D-2649 (Contention 1) at
: 24-25.

1

j
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we find-that there was no necessity to replicate the IDVP

for Unit 2.47
Six of the contested issues challenge the seismic

analysis and modeling used in the verification of various

facility structuren. rivo of thom doal with structuros

which are common to both units: the auxiliary buiiting

(3 (f) (iv) and 3 (f) (v)) , the fuel handling building (3 (o) ) ,

the buried diesel f'uel oil tanks (3 (q) ) , and the intake

(3 (r)) .48 Hence, these issues have been fullystructure

resolved by ALAB-763. Similarly, our findings in ALAB-763

on the sixth issue (3 (f) (iii)) , which questions the effects

of seismic uplifting on the Unit 1 containment, are fully

applicable to the Unit 2 containment because of the

similarity of the two containment structures.49

Three of the contested issues concern discrete aspects

of the nonseismic. systems design review performed as part of

47 Four of the contested issues, issues 2 (a) through
2 (d) , dispute various features of the ITP verification but
only issue 2 (d) refers to Unit 2. That issue claims that
-the ITP review was too narrow because it failed
systematically to verify the design of Unit 2. The joint
intervenors and the Governor, however, failed to file
proposed findings on issue 2 (d) and thereby waived it.
ALAB-763, supra, 19 NRC at 577 and nn.19 & 21. In any
event, as we found in Part II, supra, PG&E's Unit 2
verification program is sufficient to verify the adequacy of
the design of Unit 2.

48 Id. at 595-601.

49 Id. at 593-95.
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the PG&E verification program. Specifically, they deal with

fire protection for the auxiliary feedwater pump room

(4 (i) (1) ) , jet impingement effects of three lines inside

containment (4 (1) ) , and the nameplate ratings for three 4160

volt circuit breakers (4 (t)) .50 Pursuant to PG&E's Unit 2

verification program, the resolution of each of these issuest

will be examined and, if appropriate, applied to Unit 2.
i

Moreover, the interpretation of the Final Safety Analysis

Report that we adopted in ALAB-763 and the condition we'

attached to the Unit i license authorization requiring PG&E

to analyze certain lines inside the Unit 1 containment for

-jet impingement effects are equally applicable to Unit 2.51

Therefore, we attach the same condition to the license

authorization for Unit 2.

The last contested issue referring explicitly to Unit

2, issue 5, charges that PG&E's verification efforts failed

to substantiate that Units 1 and 2 "as built" conform to the
;

design drawings and analyses. With regard to Unit 1, we

found that PG&E's reconciliation of design documents with

the plant and with design analyses was in compliance with

the Commission's regulations.52 We determined that,

50
! Id. at 601-04.

51 Id. at 603, 619.

52 Id. at 607-08.

.
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although PG&E had had difficulties in the past with

configuration control, those problems were primarily caused

! by PG&E's inability to revise affected documentation in a

I timely manner, and that,PG&E had significantly modified its
configuration control procedures to remedy this deficiency.

We then found that experience under PG&E's modified

procedures demonstrated their effectiveness, that all

modification work on the site conformed to the new

procedures, and that an audit of the modified configuration

control process found the program was being effectively

implemented. We also concluded that discrepancies cited by

the intervenors as purported evidence of the inadequacy of

the system demonstrated neither a pattern of inadequate

control procedures nor insufficient configuration control.53

Our findings in ALAB-763 were directed at Unit 1 but those

findings and the evidence underlying them established the

effectiveness of PG&E's present configuration control

process for ensuring that the facility, as built, conforms

to the actual design drawings and analyses. That same

configuration control process is applicable to Unit 2 and

all completion and modification work on that unit will be

53
Id. at 605-07 & n.179.'
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subject to the control procedures.54 Therefore, we are

satisfied with respect to Unit 2 that PG&E's reconciliation

of design documents with the facility and with the design

analyses complies with the Commission's regulations.

None of the remaining four contested issues is

particularized as to unit and our findings in ALAB-763 on

these issues are thus equally applicable to Unit 2. Issue 6

claims PG&E failed to verify that Westinghouse-supplied

safety-related equipment met licensing criteria. In

ALAB-763, we found that there was no need for PG&E to verify

this equipment because the Westinghouse quality assurance

program, under which the Diablo Canyon nuclear steam supply

system (NSSS) was designed, was adequate at all relevant

times.55 The Unit 2 NSSS was also designed by Westinghouse

under the same quality assurance program and our earlier

findings resolve this issue for Unit 2 as well. Similarly,

issue 7 asserts that PG&E's verification program did not

identify the root causes of the failures in PG&E's original

quality assurance program and determine whether these

failures raise generic concerns. In ALAB-763, we found that

PG&E had identified and analyzed the root causes of the

54 Anderson et al. Tr. fol. D-224 at 32; Applicant
Exhibit 161, Procecure 3.7 at Attacl. ment A.

55 Id. at 608-10.
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failures, in its . esign quali.ty' ass'urar.ce program.56 Because

both Diablo Canyon units Nere originally ^ designed by PG&E $<
,. .<

'

under the same quality assurance program, PG&E's
~ .s,

investigation and analysis of root causes were not

unit-specific but necessarily aimed at the deficiencies in
:

the program. Therefore, our previous findings also resol;/e f

'

this issue for Unit 2. ',
.

Issue 8 maintains that the ITP failed to develop and

implement an adequate quality assurance program for

performing, the verification functionsfar.d any modifications *

to the facility. In ALAB-763, we found the contrary to be

the case and that the ITP quality assurance program was

adequate.57 The same quality assurance program is central
i

to the Unit 2 verification program so no further findings

are necessary. Finally, issue ) asserts that PG&E failed to
provide assurance of cornponent cooling water system (CCWS) :

,

7, 4.

~

heat removal capacity to meet licensing criteria. In '-
~

ALAB-763, we found that a PG&E proposed technical

specification t$o monitor ocean water temperatures and to
|'

take prescribed, steps in the event ocean t,cmperatures reach
>

-
,..

certain levels was 'dequate to meet the requirements of thea

Commission's rer[ulations. Consequently, we imposed the

/

i
56 <

2 I d,. at 610-13,

57 Id. at 613-17. '

l '
.r' (

,

%
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technical specification as a condition on license

authorization.58 once again, because the CCWSs of both

units are essentially identical, our previous finding is

fully applicable to Unit 2. Likewise, the same condition is

imposed on Unit 2.

IV.

For the reasons set forth in Parts II and III, we find

that PG&E's Unit 2 verification program is sufficient to

establish that the design of Diablo Canyon Unit 2 meets its

licensing criteria. That program provides adequate

confidence that the Unit 2 safety-related structures,

systems and components are designed to perform

satisfactorily in service. Accordingly, we conclude that

there is reasonable assurance Unit 2 can be operated without

endangering the health and safety of the public and the

license authorization previously granted to the Director of

NRR by the Licensing Board's initial decision remains

effective. Before exercising that authority for Unit 2,

the Director shall ensure that PG&E has met the same two

conditions we previously imposed on the licensing

authorization for Unit 1.

|

58 d. at 617-18.

59 See LBP-82-70, suora, 16 NRC at 854.

;
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It is so ORDERED.

FOR THE APPEAL BOARD

k.MbwA
C.QJean Shoemaker
Secretary to the
Appeal Board

.


